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[Nalbandyan M.B. (Rostov-on-the-Don), The Works of Petersburg 
Mathematicians on the Theory of Abelian Functions and Integrals 
(from the End of the XIX to the Beginning of the XX Century).] 
~O~POBOJI~CKM$~ B.A., PaGoTu I'IoHTepa tie TeopMB 
JJPi@@epeH~HEU-IbHkJX ypaBHeHH8. 
[Dobrovolskii V.A. (Kiev), The Works of N.M. Gyunter in the 
Theory of Differential Equations.] 
February 3 
KoconanoB IO.@., 0 pa6OTaX 3. nmapa no Teopm 
mnep6onmecxsx YpaBHeHPiZi. 
[Kosolapov Yu. F. (Donetsk), On Picard's Works in the Theory 
of Hyperbolic Equations.] 
EhlpzMHa T.B., K MCTO~WM MeToAa KOHTYPHO~~ HHTerpana. 
[Byrdina T.V. (Leningrad), On the History of the Method of 
Contour Integration.] 
AeMPiAOB C.C., ki3 WCTOPMH TeOPHM ypaBHeHH& C ~aCTHJd.MM 
W’OM3BOAHHMMH I-IepBOr0 l-IOpRAKa (paBOTH n@a@.$a H IC0J.W). 
[Demidov S.S. (Moscow), On the History of First-Order Partial 
Differential Equations (The Works of Pfaff and Cauchy).] 
neTpoBa C.C., 06 YHPiBepCaJIbHOM PHAe BPOHCKCWO. 
[Petrova S.S. (Moscow), On the Universal Series of Vronsky.] 
Kncen& A.A., OHy@pkIesa JI.A., 3HaneHMe MeMyapa A.A. 
MapKOBa “0 l-IIpeAWIbHhTX BeJ-IPiYElHaX HHTel-PanOB B CBFI3I-i 
C PiHTepl-lOJTWpOBaHMeM” . 
[Kiselev A.A., and Onufrieva L.A. (Leningrad), On the Limiting 
Values of Integrals in Relation to Interpolation.] 
PEIRCE AT VIENNA IN 1979 
Max Fisch has been asked to work out a plan for one or more 
"working sessions" on Peirce's general theory of signs at the 
next Congress of the International Association for Semiotic 
Studies, at Vienna, July 2-6, 1979. Papers should deal for the 
most part with particular unsolved or controversial questions 
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concerning the interpretation of Peirce's theory and concerning 
its merits or demerits in clearly defined respects. If possible, 
they should take account of still unpublished Peirce manuscripts 
that are relevant to the points at issue. Papers developing 
hitherto unnoticed features of his theory may also be accepted. 
Papers chosen for discussion at the working sessions will not be 
read there but will be circulated well in advance to the persons 
chosen as discussants. They will be published in the Proceedings 
of the Congress. The primary aim is to make measurable progress 
in the exposition, interpretation, and criticism of Peirce's 
theory. A secondary aim is to prepare the way for a lexicon of 
its terminology. For each of its terms, what is his best defini- 
tion, and what is the best reference for it, in respect of help- 
ful context as well as of the language of the definition itself? 
(Here again, account should, if possible, be taken of papers still 
unpublished.) If you have suggestions, recommendations, or pro- 
posals for these sessions, please communicate with Fisch at 
5245 Whisperwood Lane, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226. 
SEMINAR ON COMPONENT OF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
IN MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 
A seminar on the inclusion of the history of mathematics 
in mathematics curricula in India was held at the Gujarat 
University, Ahmedabad, on January 3, 1978, during the 65th 
session of the Indian Science Congress Association. The seminar 
was organized under the auspices of the Indian Society for the 
History of Mathematics. It was chaired by Professor U.N. Singh, 
President of the Society, and was attended by about 100 scholars. 
Included among the speakers were: Dr. J.N. Kapur (I.I.T. Kanpur), 
Dr. K.M. Saksena (Ranchi University), Dr. M.K. Singal (Meerut 
University), Dr. S.R. Sinha (Allahabad University), and Dr. U.N. 
Singh (Delhi University). Anyone interested in further details 
is invited to write directly to Dr. R.C. Gupta, Birla Institute 
of Technology, Mesra, Ranchi, India, the Indian representative 
for the International Commission of the History of Mathematics. 
MATHEMATICS IN CONTEXT--A WORKSHOP 
From September 18 to 20, 1978, a workshop on "Mathematics 
in Context" was held at Greynog Hall, University of Wales, which 
included among its participants J. Astin (University College of 
Wales), G. Flegg (Open University), P. Giblin (University of 
Liverpool), B. Stonebridge (University of Bristol), E. Williamson 
(University of Kent), and D.J. Wright (University College of 
North Wales). Section 3 of the workshop was devoted to "The 
role and form of history in the teaching of mathematics." 
